Environmental Sections in the Construction Manual

Below is a list of sections from the Construction Manual that are related to environmental compliance.

1. **1-00.5(3) Other Federal, State, and Local Agencies**

2. **SS 1-05.1 Authority of the Engineer** (Project Engineer has authority to enforce the contract)

3. **SS 1-05.1 Relationship With Other Government Agencies** (includes specific information about Hydraulic Project Approvals (HPAs) and Coast Guard Permits for bridge work)

4. **SS 1-05.1 Preconstruction Meetings** (see Environmental Commitments, plus Order of Work and Time Schedules)

5. **SS 1-07.5 Environmental Compliance Assurance Procedure**

6. **SS 1-07.5 Environmental Regulations:**
   - Environmental Compliance Assurance Procedure
   - Working in Water:
     - Monitoring Water Quality
     - Work Area Isolation/Stream Diversions
     - Fish Moving Protocols and Standards
     - Reporting Monitoring Data
     - Reporting Spills to Water
   - Infiltration of Slurry
   - Responsibility for Environmental Considerations

7. **SS 1-07.15(1) Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plans**

8. **SS 1-07.12 Responsibilities When Working on Tribal Lands**

9. **SS 1-07.16(4) Archaeological and Historical Objects:**
   - Cultural Resource Monitoring
   - Responsibilities Following Unanticipated Discovery of Cultural Resources
   - Discovery of Human Skeletal Remains
   - Discovery of Other Cultural Resources

10. **SS 2-01.3(1) Clearing** (installation of high visibility fencing)

11. **GEN 2-03.1(1)C Contaminated Media** (e.g. soil and water)

12. **GEN 2-03.1(1)D Temporary Water Pollution/Erosion Control**

13. **SS 5-01.1 Description - Cement Concrete Pavement Rehabilitation** (removal/disposal of concrete slurry)

14. **GEN6-01.2 General Inspection Procedures** (verify environmental documentation is current and ESA-listed species in streams)
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15. **SS 6-19 Shafts** (pre-activity planning)

16. **GEN 7-02.1 Culverts - General Instructions** (environmental commitments and managing stormwater runoff)

17. **GEN 8-01.1 Erosion Control and Water Pollution Control** (TESC Plan and Construction Stormwater General Permit)

18. **GEN 8-01.2 Record Keeping and Reporting** (Construction Stormwater General Permit)

19. **SS 8-01.3(1)B Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) Lead**

20. **SS 8-01.3(1)C Water Management**

21. **SS 8-01.3(2) Seeding, Fertilizing and Mulching**

22. **GEN 8-02.1 General – Roadside Restoration**

23. **9-4.80 Erosion Control Devices** (approval of materials)